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Testing of CP, CPT, and causality violation with light propagation in vacuum
in the presence of uniform electric and magnetic fields

S. L. Cherkas, K. G. Batrakov, and D. Matsukevich
Institute of Nuclear Problems, 220050 Minsk, Belarus

~Received 19 March 2002; published 26 September 2002!

We have considered the structure of the fundamental symmetry violating part of the photon refractive index
in vacuum in the presence of constant electric and magnetic fields. This part of the refractive index can, in
principle, containCPT symmetry breaking terms. Some of the terms violate Lorentz invariance, whereas the
others violate locality and causality. Estimates of these effects, using laser experiments are considered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, experiments on searching for the birefringe
of a vacuum have been carried out and planned@1–3#. The
BMV project @3# was proposed to achieve an accuracy s
ficient for detection of vacuum birefringence predicted
QED. In addition, the search for exotic non-QED intera
tions is possible in such experiments. In this article we d
cuss what kinds of discrete, i.e.,P,T,C, symmetry breaking
terms can be present in the photon refractive index
vacuum in constant electric and magnetic fields.

CP symmetry breaking inK-meson@4#, andB-meson@5#

decays, as well as time reversal symmetry violation inK0-K̄0
oscillations@6#, can be currently described by the standa
model with the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix.
would be interesting to findCP violation in other systems
different from theK0 or B0. It would be especially interest
ing to find some violation of the unconquerableCPT sym-
metry. No signals forCPT violation have been observed y
despite numerous experimental tests.

From theCPT theorem@7# we know thatCPT invariance
of some field theory follows from locality and invarianc
under Lorentz transforms. UsuallyCPT violation is consid-
ered to be due to breaking of Lorentz invariance@8#. How-
ever, it is possible that locality is a less fundamental requ
ment than Lorentz invariance; therefore, experime
searching forCPT violation of both types are of interest.

II. ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE IN VACUUM IN
CONSTANT ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS

Let us consider the propagation of an electromagn
wave in vacuum in the presence of uniform constant elec
and magnetic fields. Since a photon has no electric cha
such a medium is a medium with constant refractive ind
We will assume that the field of the electromagnetic wa
obeys the Maxwell equation]Fmn(x)/]xn524p j m(x),
where j (x) is the current of all the particles that can intera
with the photons. The current arises due to vacuum polar
tion by the electromagnetic wave in the presence of exte
fields. Assuming that the wave field is weak and the vacu
in the homogeneous external field remains homogeneous
can, in the general case, express the current linearly thro
the four-potential of the wave field:
0556-2821/2002/66~6!/065011~10!/$20.00 66 0650
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j m~x!52E Pmn~x2x8!An~x8!d4x8, ~1!

wherePmn(x) is some tensor. We do not consider the case
strong external electric field, when vacuum instability@9#
should be taken into account. After Fourier transforms of
four-current j (x)5* j (k)e2 ikx d4k and four-potential of the
electromagnetic fieldA(x)5*A(k)e2 ikx d4k the Maxwell
equation is rewritten as

k2Am~k!2km~kA!52 j m~k!, ~2!

where

j m~k!52Pmn~k!An~k!. ~3!

The four-tensorPmn(k)5*P mn(x)eikx d4x must be con-
structed from the tensor of the external fieldF mn and a pho-
ton wave vectork, since only they are available. By virtue o
the gauge invariance and current conservation the relat
Pmnkn5kmPmn50 must be imposed onPmn.

It is also necessary to emphasize that all the possible
teractions are supposed to be small, sok2 can be set to zero
on the right-hand side of Maxwell’s equation during evalu
tion of Pmn; in addition, only that part ofP mn should be
taken into account which does not become zero when ac
on the four-vector polarizationem(k) of a real photon~for
real photonskmem50). The structure of the polarization op
erator, including off mass shell terms, was considered in R
@10# for the case when all the symmetries are conserved
is considered in Appendix A for the case of symmetry vio
tion.

In Eqs. ~2! and ~3! the gauge is not fixed yet. We sha
choose the gauge with the null component of the fo
potential being equal to zero:f50. ThenE52]A/]t and
E(k,v)5 ivA. In a given gauge we obtain from Eqs.~2! and
~3!

k2Ei2ki~kE!2v2S d i j 1
P i j

v2 D Ej50, ~4!

where the three-dimensional tensorP i j is the spatial part of
the four-tensorP mn. Equation ~4! shows that « i j 5d i j

1P i j /v2 plays the role of the product of the dielectric an
magnetic constants of the vacuum in an external field. F
©2002 The American Physical Society11-1
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ther, for short, we shall simply call it the dielectric consta
« i j of the vacuum in the external fields.

Let us consider the structure of the four-tensorPmn in
detail. It can be presented as an expansion in orders o
external field. Provided the requirementsPmnkn5kmPmn50
@11# andem* 8Pmnen5” 0, k250, are met, in the second orde
in the external field tensorF mn we obtain

Pmn5a1FmakaFnsks1a2eml%sFl%ksenfdaFfdka

1 ib1emnabkaFb%F%fkf1c1~eml%sFl%ksFndkd

1enl%sFl%ksFmdkd!. ~5!

Equation~5! is valid when the external field is slowly vary
ing with respect to the wavelength of the photon; furth
terms involving derivatives of the external field should
included.

The quantityem* 8Pmnen is similar to the invariant forward
photon scattering amplitude in the external field. Let us fi
its properties underCPT transformation. UnderC, P, andT
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transforms the tensor of the external field, wave four-vec
and four-polarization of the photon are changed as@14#

TFmn→2Fmn , Tkm→km , Tem→em* 8 , Tem* 8→em,

CFmn→2Fmn, Ckm→km, Cem→2em,

PFmn→Fmn , Pkm→km , Pem→em . ~6!

Hence,Pmn should be symmetric to satisfyCPT invariance.
The term proportional tob1 breaksCPT invariance with
parity breaking only. The term proportional toc1 is CPT
invariant, butP, CP, andT violating. The terms proportiona
to a15(16/45)(a2/m4)'2.7831024 MeV24 and a2
5(7/45)(a2/m4)'1.2131024 MeV24 arise in the frame-
work of conventional QED@15,14#. Herea is fine structure
constant andm is the electron mass. From Eq.~5! follows the
explicit form of the vacuum dielectric constant@16# in the
stationary uniform electricE and magneticB fields:
« l j 5d l j 1a1„EjEl1~B3n! l~B3n! j2El~B3n! j2Ej~B3n! l
…14a2„BlBj1~E3n! lB j1B l~E3n! j1~E3n! l~E3n! j

…

1 ib1el jm
„nmE21nm~E3B•n!1Em~En!2~B3E!m2@B3~B3n!#m

…12c1„Bl~B3n! j1B j~B3n! l

1~E3n! l~B3n! j1~B3n! l~E3n! j2~E3n! lEj2El~E3n! j2B lEj2B jEl
…1 id1el jmBm1 id2el jmEm1 id3el jmnm,

~7!
the
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wheren5k/uku and summation on the indexm is meant. Let
us remark that to an accuracy up to the terms of second o
in the external field the refractive index does not depend
the photon energy~except for the terms proportional tod1 ,
d2, andd3!. In the Eq.~7! we have added by hand the term
involving d1 , d2, andd3, which should be absent owing t
Lorentz invariance. Such terms as, for example, the Fara
effect ;el jmBm violate bothCPT and Lorentz invariance
The same is true for the term;el jmEm, which violates all the
symmetries:P, C, T, and Lorentz, although it conserve
CP. However, in the presence of a substance such as ga
plasma they are not Lorentz violating, because we have
ditional vectorum of the four-velocity of the substance. Th
vector um allows us, for example, to construct the ter
P mn;(Fmnuh2Fhnum2Fmhun)kh , responsible for the Far
aday effect in a substance.

Therefore, experimental detection of the Faraday effec
vacuum means violation of bothCPT and Lorentz invari-
ance.

III. CPT THEOREM

According to the well knownCPT theorem@7# CPT in-
variance follows from Lorentz invariance and locality; ther
fore, Lorentz invariant butCPT violating terms should break
locality. Let us consider this in more detail. A small pertu
bation of the vacuum in constant external fields by an e
er
n

ay

or
d-

in

-

-

tromagnetic wave can be described in the framework of
Schrödinger formalism~Appendix B!. To second order in the
current operatorĵ (x) ~without defining its particular form!
one can obtain that

Pmn~x!54p i @^0u ĵ m~x! ĵ n~0!u0&2^0u ĵ n~0! ĵ m~x!u0&#u~ t !,

~8!

whereu(t) is a step function. Let us derive the requireme
of CPT invariance again, using a different method. For a
CPT-odd or CPT-even operatorẐ(x) one can write
Q21Ẑ(x)Q56Ẑ1(2x) @7#, where Q is the operator of
CPT reflection, andẐ1 is a Hermite conjugate operato
Applying this relation to the productĵ m(x) ĵ n(0) and taking
into account the hermiticity of the current operator we obt

^0u ĵ m~x! ĵ n~0!u0&5^0u ĵ n~0! ĵ m~2x!u0&, ~9!

where invariance of the vacuum underCPT conjugation
Qu0&5u0& and ^0uQ215^0u in a constant uniform field is
used. The translational invariance of the vacuum in the
mogeneous constant field ^0u ĵ n(0) ĵ m(2x)u0&
5^0u ĵ n(x) ĵ m(0)u0& and Eq.~9! lead to the symmetry of the
tensorPmn(x)5Pnm(x) as a condition ofCPT invariance, in
agreement with the previous analysis. In a strong elec
1-2
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field the vacuum is unstable. It evolves from an ‘‘empt
state to a state with particle-antiparticle pairs and is no lon
T invariant as well asCPT invariant. This leads to the ap
pearance of antisymmetric terms in the polarization ten
@17#. The effect is suppressed by the multipliere2pm2/eE and
negligible for electrons and a laboratory electric field, b
what about some unknown light particles? In the followi
we will treat vacuum as stable.

First we consider the case when the locality condit

^0u ĵ m(x) ĵ n(0)2 ĵ n(0) ĵ m(x)u0&50 atx2,0 is satisfied. This
relation implies that events at points of four-space w
spacelike separation are not connected in any way. It
consequence of the limited velocity of an interaction pro
gation, or the absence of any tachyons that can transfe
interaction. Thus,Pmn(x) is not zero only in the future ligh
cone. Transforms of the restricted real Lorentz groupL1

†

map the future light coneV1, consisting of pointsx2

.0, x0.0, onto itself@7#. In other words, the presence o
the step function does not spoil the Lorentz covariance
Pmn(x), as a point of the future withx05t.0, x2.0 re-
mains a point of the future witht8.0 for any system of
reference. This means that the function

Pmn~k!5E
t.0

Pmn~x!eikx d4x ~10!

is covariant under transforms ofL1
† .

The function of Eq.~10! can also be defined for the com
plex k5k1 iK, with K belonging to the future light cone
(KPV1), since in any frame of reference Imk0.0 and the
integral in Eq.~10! converges. Let us define the forward tu
F as the set of complexk5k1 iK, whereK belongs toV1

@7#. Then the extended tubeF8 is the set of complexk,
obtained as a result of all the complex Lorentz transfor
L1(C) @7# with determinant11 to the points ofF. Due to
analytical continuation toF8 the functionPmn(k) becomes
covariant under transformations from the complex Lore
groupL1 . The value ofPmn(k) at realk is a boundary value
of Pmn(k)5 limK→0,KPV1Pmn(k). The reflections of all four
axes are included inL1 and, therefore,Pmn(k)5Pmn(2k).
We cannot, however, pass to realk in this equality, as, if in
the left-hand side Imk→0 belonging toV1, in the right-
hand side of the equality Im(2k)PV2. It is known that the
extended tube also contains real points~Yost points! @7#. All
Yost points are spacelike. Let us show that the relat
Pmn(k)5Pnm(2k) is satisfied at the Yost points. Using th
relation ^0u ĵ m(x)un&5eiPnx^0u ĵ m(0)un& we rewrite Pmn(x)
as

Pmn~x!54p i(
n

@^0u ĵ m~0!un&^nu ĵ n~0!u0&e2 iPnx

2^0u ĵ n~0!un&^nu ĵ m~0!u0&eiPnx#u~ t !, ~11!

where Pn[$«n ,pn% is the four-momentum of the particle
antiparticle states in the external field. Multiplying Eq.~11!
06501
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by e2et, wheree is an infinitesimal number, does not spo
convergence of the integral in Eq.~10! and allows us to write
Pmn(k) as

Pmn~k!52~2p!4(
n

S ^0u ĵ m~0!un&^nu ĵ n~0!u0&
«n2v2 i e

d (3)~pn2k!

1
^0u ĵ n~0!un&^nu ĵ m~0!u0&

«n1v1 i e
d (3)~pn1k! D . ~12!

For the spacelikek we can consider everything in the syste
of reference wherev50; then

Pmn~k!52~2p!4(
n

«n

«n
21e2

3@^0u ĵ m~0!un&^nu ĵ n~0!u0&d (3)~pn2k!

1^0u ĵ n~0!un&^nu ĵ m~0!u0&d (3)~pn1k!#. ~13!

From Eq. ~13! it follows that the relation Pmn(k)
5Pnm(2k) is valid. By virtue of analytic continuation this
relation is valid for complexk of the extended tubeF8 ~al-
though it is violated on passing to the limit of timelike realk,
as then in the left-hand side Imk→0 belongs to the future
light cone, while on the right-hand side Im(2k) approaches
zero in the past light cone!. Consequently, we have through
out the extended tube

Pmn~k!5Pnm~2k!5Pnm~k!. ~14!

At the end and beginning of the equality we can turn to
limit of real k: Im k→0, ImkPV1, and find thatP mn(k)
obeysCPT invariance. Thus we have proved theCPT theo-
rem for our special case, showing that locality, Lorentz
variance, and field-theoretic Schro¨dinger equation lead to the
CPT invariance ofP mn(k).

Let us assume now that local commutativity does not h
for the operatorĵ (x). The current operator can be nonloc
and, for example, may be expressed asĵ m(x)5*Kmn(x
2x8)Ĵn(x8), where the operatorĴn(x) is local ~expressed
through the fields and their derivatives! andKmn(x2x8) is a
function describing nonlocality. Then, in the general ca
the expression of Eq.~8! is distinct from zero at spacelike
points. Therefore, due to the presence of theu function Lor-
entz invariance has been lost. To maintain the Lorentz inv
ance we must ‘‘remove’’ theu function in some way, which
will mean violation of causality. Certainly, we cannot simp
remove theu function and are forced to abandon the fiel
theoretic Schro¨dinger equation. Modification of the Schro¨-
dinger equation to the case of nonlocal theories is offered
Ref. @18#; however, most likely it is not a unique possibilit
and we will not consider it here.

Thus, experimental detection of terms of the Faraday
fect type ;ei jmBm and ;ei jmEm in vacuum would mean
CPT and Lorentz invariance violation. If we do not dete
such terms, but do detect theCPT violating term propor-
tional to b1, it means violation of locality and causality, bu
1-3
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Lorentz invariance. Locality and causality may be violat
through the presence of tachyons~particles with superlumi-
nal velocities!. Tachyons arise in a number of Lorentz inva
ant theories. Even in the Rarita-Schwinger theory of a p
ticle of spin 3/2 interacting with an electromagnetic field
tachyonlike solution appears@19#. However, no tachyons
have been detected experimentally.

IV. EVOLUTION OF LIGHT POLARIZATION UNDER CP
AND CPT VIOLATION

One of the traditional ways to describe light polarizati
is to use Stokes parametersz1 ,z2 ,z3 @20# which can be mea-
sured by experimentalists. We can describe evolution of
Stokes parameters when the electromagnetic wave pr
gates in a medium with a tensor refractive index. Becaus
the small difference of the refractive index from unity we c
consider the electromagnetic wave to be transverse. N
transversal terms will give the next order of smallness in
constantsa1 ,a2 . . . . Thus, the dispersion equation for th
wave vector can be written as

~n22 ê !E50, ~15!

where n5k/v, and the wave strength vectorE is perpen-
dicular tok and has onlyx,y components if the wave propa
gates in thez direction. Because of the smallness ofn221,
Eq. ~15! can be rewritten as (2n2 ê21)E50. Putting to
zero a determinant of the equation we can find eigenvec
el belonging to the eigenvalueskl . Expanding the initial
strength vector of the waveE05( la lel allows one to find
the evolution of the strength vector under photon propa
tion through the volume occupied by the external fields:

E~z!5( eiklza lel5eivn̂zE0 . ~16!

Here we have introduced an operator of the refractive in
according to the formula 2(n̂21)5 ê21. To describe par-
tially polarized light the density 232 matrix r i j

5EiEj* /uEu2 is used. From Eq.~16! it follows that

dE~z!

dz
5 ivn̂E~z!. ~17!

Equation~17! gives the evolution of the density matrix:

dr

dz
5 iv@ n̂r̂2 r̂n̂12 r̂ Tr$r̂~ n̂2n̂1!%#. ~18!

Generally, the refractive index operator can be expanded
the unit basis vectorsex andey in the following way:

n̂215Aex^ ex1Bey^ ey1C~ex^ ey1ey^ ex!

1 iD ~ex^ ey2ey^ ex!, ~19!

or in the matrix form
06501
r-

e
a-

of

n-
e

rs

-

x

ia

n̂215AS 1 0

0 0D 1BS 0 0

0 1D 1CS 0 1

1 0D 1DS 0 i

2 i 0D ,

~20!

where the quantitiesA,B,C,D should be expressed in term
of a1 ,a2 , . . . for a concrete external field configuration.

The density matrix can be parametrized by the Sto
parameters@20#

r̂5
1

2 S 11z3 z12 i z2

z11 i z2 12z3
D . ~21!

Distinguishing the real and imaginary parts in the coe
cientsA5A81 iA9••• we find from Eq.~18! that

1

v

dz1

dz
5~A82B8!z21~A92B9!z1z322C9~12z1

2!

12D8z322D9z1z2 ,

1

v

dz2

dz
5~B82A8!z11~A92B9!z2z312C8z3

12C9z1z212D9~12z2
2!,

1

v

dz3

dz
52~A92B9!~12z3

2!22C8z212C9z1z3

22D8z112D9z2z3 . ~22!

The Faraday effect can be measured, if we choose
magnetic field to be parallel to the wave vector of the pho
as shown in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. Then in Eq.~20! only the
term proportional toD5 1

2 (d1B1d3) remains. As light
passes through the volume occupied by the magnetic fi
the light with the only Stokes parameter initially distin
from zero,z3 @20#, will gain polarization corresponding to
the parameterz1 and, in contrast, light with the only initially
nonzero parameterz1 gains polarization corresponding toz3.
Thus the light polarization rotates as shown in Fig. 1.

Let us recall thatz351 and z3521 correspond to the
light polarized along thex andy axes, respectively. The pa
rameterz1561 describes polarization at 45° to they axis.
The light ellipticity C is expressed throughz252C for fully
polarized light. Partially polarized light can be expanded a
sum of natural light and elliptically polarized light. In thi
casez252CP, whereP is the light polarization andC is
the ellipticity of the polarized part.

FIG. 1. ~a! Linearly polarized light withz351, z15z250; ~b!
light with z3'1, z15” 0, z250.
1-4
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In the BMV project@3# it is planned to achieve an accu
racy sufficient for measurements of the vacuum birefr
gence predicted by QED, i.e.,Dn;10221 at B;25 T. Ear-
lier, Dn;1.3310220 was measured in the BNL experime
@1# and Dn;6.7310220 by PVLAS @2#. Thus, from mea-
surements ofDn corresponding to Faraday rotation at t
level DnCPTL5D;10221 in a magnetic field of 25 T~we
will use the system of units e2/4p5a,1 T
5195 eV2,1 V/m56.531027 eV2) one will be able to ob-
tain the restrictiond152D/B;4310213 MeV22.

The presence of a residual pressure in the resonator
poses a restriction on the measurement ofDn of the vacuum.
Assuming the residual pressure in the equipment to
10211 Torr, we find thatDn of the Faraday effect for helium
at this pressure isDn;10222. Thus, theCPT violating Far-
aday effect can be measured with this accuracy.

For measurement of the terms proportional tob1 we may
choose a magnetic field perpendicular to the photon w
vector. The electric field should be chosen perpendicula
both the photon wave vector and the magnetic field stren
vector. Thus the photon wave vector, the direction of
magnetic field, and the direction of the electric field form
triplet of mutually orthogonal vectors as shown in Figs.
and 3. The refractive index contains terms which are of o
or even order in the vectorn. For a laser experiment only th
terms of even order in the wave vector are of interest,
cause these effects accumulate under the passage of a p

FIG. 2. ~a! Linearly polarized light withz3521, z15z250;
~b! light with z3'21, z25” 0, andz150; ~c! light with z3'21,
z25” 0, andz15” 0 ~ellipse of polarization is slightly rotated!.

FIG. 3. Scheme of a photon trap.
06501
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back and forth between the resonator mirrors@21#. Consid-
ering only these terms we find that all the coefficientsA
5(a1/2)(E 21B 2), B52a2(E 21B 2), C52c1EB, and D
52b1EB1d3/2 are different from zero. First, assume th
all the coefficients are approximately of the same order
magnitude. Then the light with the initial polarizationz3 re-
ceives polarizationz1. The polarizationz1 can also arise due
to the imaginary part of the coefficientC; however, this con-
tribution does not depend on the sign of the initial polariz
tion z3 and can be separated by changing the sign ofz3
during the experiment. Taking the electric field strengthE
;106 V/m we obtain a restriction onCPT and the causality
violation constantb15DnCPT8 /EB5D/EB;0.31 MeV24 if
DnCPT8 is measured with accuracy 10221. To measure theCP
violating constantc1 we have to search for the ellipticity
parameterz2 when the light was initially linearly polarized
with z351.

In the case whenuA2Bu@uDu,uCu @but u(A82B8)vzu
!1] ‘‘mixing’’ of the polarizations z1 and z2 occurs. Still,
the light initially polarized withz3 will gain polarizationsz1
andz2 only in the case whenC or D differs from zero. But
we will not know C or D. Fortunately, we have a possibilit
to avoid this difficulty. The sign of the Cotton-Mouton effe
for nitrogen is opposite to the sign of the vacuum Cotto
Mouton effect @23#; therefore, using nitrogen at a residu
pressure of about 1027 Torr we can compensate for the di
ferenceA82B8 and distinguishD from C.

Apparently, the possibility exists to measure much sma
Dn. Baryshevsky offers the interesting idea of using la
amplifiers@24#, which do not change the polarization pro
erties of light, but, at the same time, will stop photon bea
damping. Ideally, the amplifier should be combined with
mirror, as shown in Fig. 3, to obtain an ‘‘amplified’’ mirro
with reflectivity 1 or more than 1. Light can be localized
such a trap for several hours. Assuming, for example, that
can measure an angle of polarization rotationDu5Dnvz
;10210 and the lifetime of a photon in the trap is 1 h, w
find the minimum measuredDn;10227, for v52.4 eV.
However, a number of technical problems can arise in t
scheme. For instance, we need the amplifier to remain
tropic after multiple passage of the polarized light through

Finally, it may be possible to obtain restrictions on th
CPT violating term by examining the polarization of ligh
from distant galaxies. It is necessary to separate the vac
effects from the Faraday rotation in the magnetic field a
the substance of the galaxies. Earlier, such an anal
yielded the restrictionDnCS5d3;10233 (v52.4 eV) @25#
for the term« i j ;ei jmnm ~Chern-Simons term!.

V. COMPARISON OF THE LASER EXPERIMENT TESTS
WITH SOME OTHER KNOWN TESTS

Let us estimateCPT violation of the Faraday type
;ei jmBm. Certainly, we cannot be sure of the applicability
the Feynman diagram technique in the case ofCPT invari-
ance violation. But it can still be suitable for heuristic es
mates. In the framework of QED, the refractive index, pr
portional to a1 ,a2, is evaluated using the square diagra
1-5
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shown in Fig. 4. Each vertex with the external electrom
netic field corresponds to the factor (e/A4p)(B/m2) or
(e/A4p)(E/m2) in Dn, wherem is the electron mass. Eac
of the remaining vertices corresponds to the factore/A4p.
We can, in the same way, estimate theCPT and Lorentz
violating term ;ei jmBm, considering the triangle diagram
shown in Fig. 4. The triangle diagram cannot appear in s
dard QED, as the diagram is not invariant underC conjuga-
tion. Let us assume the most remarkable possibility, that
violation of C, CPT, and Lorentz invariance is induced b
some unknown particles interacting with the photons withC
violation of the order of unity. By analogy with the calcula
tion of the standard square diagram we assume that the
tex with the external field corresponds to the fac
(g/A4p)(B/m2) in Dn and the other vertices correspond
the factor g/A4p in Dn, where g is the coupling of the
particle with photons andm is the particle mass. As a resu
we have

DnCPTL'
g2

4p

gB
A4pm2

. ~23!

In the BMV project it is planned to reach an accuracy su
cient for a measurement ofDn predicted by QED, i.e.,Dn
;10221 ~strength of the magnetic field is 25 T!. A measure-
ment ofDnCPTL with this accuracy gives a restriction on th
coupling g. It is interesting to compare this restriction wit
what follows from theCPT test, based on a comparison
the g factors of electrons and positrons:aCPT5(ge1

2ge2)/gavr,10212 @26#. Under the assumption of the sam
mechanism ofC parity violation,aCPT arises from the dia-
gram shown in Fig. 5~b!. For the sake of simplicity, we agai
make very heuristic estimates of the diagram shown in F
5~b!. First, we remark that the relative contribution of th
diagram shown in Fig. 5~a! ~the usual vacuum polarization!
to theg factor of the electron is;@e4/(4p)2#(m2/m2) if the
virtual particle massm@m, and is ;@e4/(4p)2# ln(m/m)

FIG. 4. ~a! QED graph of vacuum polarization contribution
the photon refractive index in a static field.~b! Analogous graph of
C-odd vacuum polarization.
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whenm!m @14#. This fact is a reflection of a more gener
rule. The contribution of the virtual particle loop connect
by the photon lines to the electrons is proportional to so
degrees ofm/m whenm@m, and to some degree of ln(m/m)
whenm!m. Thus, the contribution of the diagram shown
Fig. 5~b! can be estimated as

aCPT'
e3g3

~4p!3
FS m3

m3D , ~24!

where the Spens functionF(x) @14# has the asymptotic
F(x)'x at x!1 andF(x)'p2/61 1

2 ln2(x) whenx@1. Fig-
ure 6 shows restrictions on the couplingg of
C, CP, CPT, and Lorentz violating interactions following
from the inequalitiesDnCPTL,10221 andaCPT,10212. As
we can see, measurement of the Faraday effect in vac
gives much more stringent restrictions ong in the above
model of CPT violation than the traditional comparison o
the electron and positrong factors. Certainly, it happens be
cause we have chosen the model withCPT violation in the

FIG. 5. ~a! Graph of vacuum polarization contribution to th
electron or positrong factor.~b! Analogous graph ofC-odd vacuum
polarization.

FIG. 6. Restrictions on the dimensionless couplingg of some
particles interacting with photons, with the relativeC, CP, CPT,
and Lorentz invariance violation of order unity. The straight cur
relates the Faraday effect in vacuum and corresponds to the ine
ity DnCPTL,10221. The bent curve arises from the difference
the electron and positrong factors and corresponds to the inequal
(ge12ge2)/gavr,10212.
1-6
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photon sector; therefore, the experiments dealing dire
with photons have an advantage.

Let us now consider the terms proportional tob1, which
breakP, CP, CPT and causality, but at the same time, a
Lorentz invariant and do not breakC parity. To estimate the
appropriateDnCPT8 we should consider the square diagram
Fig. 4~a!. In the same way we find

DnCPT8 ;
g82

4p S g8B
A4pm2D S g8E

A4pm2D . ~25!

The restriction ong8 obtained from a measurement
DnCPT8 with the accuracy 10221 can be compared, for ex
ample, with the restriction onCP violation in para-
positronium decay into two photons. The positronium1S0
state has negative spatial parity@14#; therefore, the probabil-
ity of decay into two polarized photons should be prop
tional to (e13e2•k) @27#, wheree1 and e2 are the photon
polarizations andk is the momentum of one of the photon
~the other photon has opposite momentum!. The presence o
P-even (e1•e2) correlation is a signal ofP andCP violation
(C parity is conserved in para-positronium two-photon d
cay!. For this process we can say nothing aboutT invariance,
because we do not compare it with the reverse proces
g1g→Ps. The branching ratioaCP8 of the decay with
(e1•e2) can be estimated from the diagram shown in Fig
and is given by

FIG. 8. Restrictions on the dimensionless couplingg8 of par-
ticles interacting with photons with violation of parity,CP, CPT,
and causality of order unity, but conserving Lorentz invariance. T
restrictions follow from the inequalityDnCPT8 ,10221 ~straight
curve! and the inequalityaCP8 ,1026 ~bent curve!.

FIG. 7. Graph ofP violating photon interaction in final state i
two-photon para-positronium decay.
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aCP8 ;
g84

~4p!2
FS m4

m4D . ~26!

The restrictions ong8 following from the inequalities
DnCPT8 ,10221 andaCP8 ,1026 are shown in Fig. 8. We have
taken the electric field strength 106 V/m, so that the dimen-
sionless parameter (eE/m2);10212. The vertices we consid
ered are of the type one photon–two particles; however,
possible to consider a vertex of the type two photons–
particle. In this case for evaluation ofDnCPT9 we should con-
sider the diagram shown in Fig. 9. For reasons of dimens
ality we obtain

DnCPT9 ;S g9B
A4pm2D S g9E

A4pm2D . ~27!

CP violation in positronium decay can be estimated from t
diagram shown in Fig. 10 as

aCP9 ;
g92

4p
FS m2

m2D . ~28!

Unfortunately, due to the weakness of the electric field p
sible in a laser experiment, compared to the magnetic o
the restrictions on suchCPT and causality breaking tachyo
coupling areAE/B times weaker than the restrictions on th
usual axion coupling for whichDn;(gaB/A4pma

2)2. For
the strength of the electric and magnetic fields used in
work, this gives about 100 times difference~Fig. 11!. For the
usual axion the very rigid restrictionga /A4pma;1029–
10210 GeV21 follows from astrophysics@23,28#. However,
laser experiments can be considered irrespective of the m
els as independent tests ofCPT invariance.

VI. CONCLUSION

To summarize, laser experiments searching forCPT, Lor-
entz invariance, and causality violation for photons
vacuum, in the presence of constant uniform magnetic
electrical fields, are competitive with tests using positron a
electrong factor comparison and searching forCP violation

e

FIG. 9. CPT violation due to exchange of causality violatin
particle ~tachyon! of axion type.

FIG. 10. Tachyon inducedCP violation in the two-photon de-
cay of para-positronium.
1-7
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in positronium decay, provided thatCPT is broken in the
photon sector. It is essential that in the case of unbro
Lorentz invariance we have the possibility of testing caus
ity and locality.
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APPENDIX A

In this appendix we consider the structure of the ten
P mn in the external field, including off mass shell term

FIG. 11. Restrictions on the tachyon coupling arising from
inequality DnCPT9 ,10221 ~straight curve! and from the inequality
aCP9 ,1026 ~bent curve!.
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Despite the above classical consideration the expansio
the tensorP mn in the orders ofF mn andkm is not only valid
for soft photons. In fact we can deduce it by considering
one-photon retarded Green’s function in the external stat
ary uniform electromagnetic field Dmn(x2x8)
5 i ^0u@Âm(x),Ân(x8)#u0&u(t2t8). The photon propagation
modes can be described by the poles of the Fourier transf
Dmn(k)5*Dmn(x)eikx d4x of the Green’s function. The dis
persion relation for the propagation modes reads

detuD mn
21~k!u50. ~A1!

The photon Green’s function is expressed through
Green’s function of the free photonDmn(k) and the polariza-
tion operator as

Dmn~k!5Dmn~k!1Dma~k!P ab~k!Dbn~k!.

Thus D mn
215Dmn

212P mn. Taking Dmn
21(k)5(k2gmn2knkm)

we come to a dispersion relation like Eqs.~2! and ~3!.
The 434 tensorP mn contains 16 independent compo

nents. Thus it can be expanded over 16 independent ten
Ten of them are symmetric and six are antisymmetric. T
gauge invariance conditionP mnkn , m$0,1,2,3%, reduces the
number of symmetric terms to six. It also reduces the num
of antisymmetric terms to three, because for any antisymm
ric tensor kmP mnkn50 are automatically valid and only
three of four gauge conditions are independent. Indepen
tensors should be expressed through the tensor of an ext
field F mn and the photon wave vectork. The expansion can
be written as
P mn5a0~k2gmn2kmkn!1a1FmakaF nsks14a2F̃makaF̃nsks12c1~F̃makaFnsks1F makaF̃nsks!

1c2@~k2F maF alkl2kmkdFdbF bsks!F nrkr1~k2F naF alkl2knkdFdbF bsks!F mrkr#

1c3@~k2F maF alkl2kmkdFdbF bsks!F̃nrkr1~k2F naF alkl2knkdFdbF bsks!F̃mrkr#

1b1emnabkaFbhF hfkf1b2emnlaF lskska1b3 ~kmF nlkl2knF mlkl1k2F mn!, ~A2!
-

n
tion

me
. A
where F̃mn5 1
2 emnhdFhd . The coefficientsa0 ,a1 , . . . are

functions of four independent scalarsk2, kmF mnF nlkl,

FmnF mn, G5FmnF̃mn @10#. The terms involving
a0 ,c2 ,c3 ,b2 ,b3 do not lead to observable effects at first o
der in the constants, because evaluation of these terms o
photon mass shell gives zero. For instance, the quan
e* m(k2gmn2kmkn)en equals zero because the free phot
satisfiesk250 andek50. The symmetry properties of a
the terms are given in Table I. Let us remark that the scalaG
is P andT violating so if the coefficientsa0 ,a1 , . . . contain
odd orders ofG its symmetry properties change. Conve
tional QED allows the terms proportional toa0 ,a1 ,a2 and
also the term involvingc1, which appears only with the od
the
ty

-

degree ofG. In a pure magnetic fieldG50 and the aforemen
tioned term disappears.

APPENDIX B

Here we deduce Eq.~8! from the field-theoretic Schro¨-
dinger equation. The classical four-currentj m(r,t) corre-
sponds to some Schro¨dinger operatorĵ m(r), so that pertur-
bation of the vacuum in a constant field by a
electromagnetic wave can be described by the interac
HamiltonianV̂(t)5* ĵ m(r)Am(x)d3r . Let us recall thatA(x)
represents the four-potential of the wave. We will assu
that the wave rises adiabatically from zero value at infinity
1-8
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perturbed state of the system is described by the Schro¨dinger
equation:

d

dt
ut&5~Ĥ01V̂!ut&. ~B1!

Vacuum states in constant external fields are eigenstate
the Hamiltonian Ĥ0 in the absence of the wave:Ĥ0un&
5«nun&. Expansion of the stateut& to statesun& gives

ut&5u0&1 (
n5” 0

an~ t !un&e2 i«nt. ~B2!

Substituting the given expression in Eq.~B1! we obtain

i
dan~ t !

dt
5^nuV̂~ t !u0&ei«nt. ~B3!

Using the Fourier transform of the wave four-potent
Am(x)5*Am(k)e2 ikxd4x and the translational invariance o
the vacuum̂ nu ĵ m(r)u0&5^nu ĵ m(0)u0&e2 ipnr, we obtain

TABLE I. Symmetry properties of the terms of the tensorP mn

allowed by Lorentz and gauge invariance.

Symmetry Observability
Term Base Modified byG2n11 with real

CPT CPT photons

a0 111 122 invisible
a1 111 122 visible
a2 111 122 ^&
c1 122 111 ^&
c2 212 221 invisible
c3 221 212 ^&
b1 121 112 visible
b2 211 222 invisible
b3 222 211 ^&
of

cs

06501
of

l

^nuV̂~ t !u0&5E ^nu ĵ m~r!u0&ei«nt2 ikxAm~k!d4kd3r

5E ^nu ĵ m~0!u0&eipnx2 ikxAm~k!d4kd3r

5~2p!3^nu ĵ m~0!u0&E d (3)~pn2k!

3ei«nt2 ivtAm~k!d4k. ~B4!

The solution of Eq.~B3! can be written as

an~ t !52 i E
2`

t

^nuV̂~t!u0&ei«ntdt

5~2p!3^nu ĵ m~0!u0&

3E d (3)~pn1k!
ei«nt2 ivt

v2«n1 i0
Am~k!d4k. ~B5!

Then we can find the average value ofĵ (r). Evaluation of
j (r,t)5^tu ĵ (r)ut& with the help ofan(t) given by Eq.~B5!
leads to

j m~x!52~2p!3E (
n5” 0

S ^nu ĵ n~0!u0&d (3)~pn2k!
ei («n2v)t

«n2v2 i0

3An~k!^0u ĵ m~x!un&1^0u ĵ n~0!un&d (3)~pn2k!

3
e2 i («n2v)t

«n2v1 i0
An* ~k!^nu ĵ m~x!u0& Dd4k

52~2p!3E (
n

S ^0u ĵ m~0!un&

3^nu ĵ n~0!u0&
d (3)~pn2k!

«n2v2 i0
1^0u ĵ n~0!un&

3^nu ĵ m~0!u0&
d (3)~pn1k!

«n1v1 i0 DAn~k!e2 ikxd4k. ~B6!

From Eq.~B6!, in view of the definition given by Eq.~3!, we
obtain Eq.~12!, which is the Fourier transform of Eq.~8!.
Let us note, that the Fourier transform of the causal po
ization operator

Pmn~x!54p i ^0uT ĵm~x! ĵ n~0!u0& ~B7!

differs from Eq. ~12! by the sign beforei0 in the second
term. For the photon refractive index it is necessary to
just the delayed polarization operatorPmn , as in this case
P mn(k) given by Eq.~12! has the right propertiesPmn* (k)
5Pmn(2k) required by the reality of the fieldA(x).
y,
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